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Abstract

Given recognized challenges with shallow sediment trap and 234Th-based particle flux studies, it behooves us to
test the picture of surface ocean fluxes provided by such investigations with alternative and new analytical tech-
niques. To this end, cross-flow filtration (CFF) has been coupled with split flow thin-cell fractionation (SPLITT) to
afford active but mild separation of aquatic particles through a dynamic settling-velocity discrimination. Operation
parameters have been developed to yield accurate settling-velocity cutoffs in the range .0.1–.10 m d21, element
recoveries in the range 85–110%, and minimal influence of CFF preconcentration up to at least a factor 110.
Chemical fingerprints of truly settling matter (i.e., gravitoids) in coastal waters provided by the CFF-SPLITT
technique demonstrated that gravitoidal particles settling out of surface waters exhibit distinctly different compo-
sition than the bulk filterable particles. For instance, both gravitoidal POC and P belonged in a coastal Baltic regime
largely to a slowly settling (1–2 m d21) particle pool (presumably amorphous organic aggregates), which was
decoupled from a more rapidly settling (.4 m d21) Si-containing particle pool (presumably diatom dominated).
Both of these biogenic gravitoid pools were in turn distinct from an Fe-containing gravitoid pool settling .4 m
d21, which, in contrast to POC, P, and Si gravitoids, had a geochemical composition similar to that of bulk particles.

Importance of surface ocean export fluxes—Accurately
quantifying and mechanistically understanding particle-me-
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diated settling fluxes out of surface waters remains an im-
portant challenge in limnology and oceanography. One chief
obstacle is the size overlap between colloidal (suspended)
and gravitoidal (net settling) particles, complicating their
functional separation and analysis (Gardner 1997; Gustafs-
son and Gschwend 1997; Buesseler 1998). For instance, or-
ganically coated mineral particles (small but dense) would
settle much faster through the water column than many much
larger but more loosely conformed organic aggregates.
Hence, from a functional perspective, the small mineral-rich
particles qualify as gravitoids, whereas up to millimeter-
sized aggregates with near-neutral buoyancy can be said to
exhibit a more colloidal behavior (Gustafsson and Gschwend
1997). Such large interparticle differences underscore that
an alternative to simple size-based filtration is required in
order to obtain biogeochemical fingerprints of the wide spec-
trum of particles with differential tendencies to settle out of
surface waters. The demand for such a settling fractionation
technique is stressed by the present large need to improve
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the parameterization of the settling flux term in the current
generation of large-scale biogeochemical models (Doney
1999). Relationships between different elements being pro-
cessed in this important stage of the biogeochemical cycles
are still calculated assuming a constant Redfield elemental
ratio (Fasham 1995; Doney et al. 1996), despite several stud-
ies having demonstrated that dramatic deviations from Red-
field ratios on sinking particles should be anticipated (Gold-
man 1988; Sambrotto et al. 1993).

Complexity of quantifying surface ocean export fluxes—
Settling matter has a wide range of sources and composition
and span settling velocities in the range ,1 to .100 m d21

(e.g., Fowler and Knauer 1986). Much of the current picture
of surface water export fluxes is based on either the vertical
distribution of radionuclides or on studies of the material
caught by sediment traps. Certainly the most direct method
for collecting the sinking-particle export is to deploy a sed-
iment trap, positioned below the mixed surface layer. How-
ever, both the quantity and quality of the flux estimated from
shallow sediment traps have been questioned based on a
number of strongly suspected artifacts, including hydrody-
namic biases (Gardner 1980; Blomqvist and Kofoed 1981;
Butman et al. 1986; Gust et al. 1992; Gardner 1997), prob-
lems with preservation (Knauer et al. 1984; Wakeham et al.
1993), and swimmer/surfer related issues (i.e., collection of
nonsettling matter; Michaels et al. 1990; Buesseler et al.
1994, 2000).

A recent trap comparison in the Bermuda Atlantic time
series (BATS) study region between the standard surface-
tethered BATS trap and a neutrally buoyant sediment trap
(NBST) revealed that different components of the sinking
flux might be collected with different efficiencies as a func-
tion of trap design and deployment conditions (Buesseler et
al. 2000). In fact, controlled studies under different horizon-
tal flows indicate that the collection efficiency of cylindrical
traps is dependent on the particle sinking speeds and thus
particle types, with lower trap collection efficiencies for
slower sinking particles (Baker et al. 1988; Gust et al. 1996).
Gust and Kozerski (2000) concluded that trap-related win-
nowing can prevent collection of the full sinking-particle
spectrum and constrained for the multiPIT cylinder that
.95% of all particles settling at #5 m d21 are rejected for
trap approach velocities .12 cm s21.

An increasingly applied isotope technique for studying
surface water settling fluxes is the 234Th deficiency proxy
(summarized in Buesseler 1998). To estimate surface water
settling fluxes of any particle-associated constituent X, its
particulate inventory relative to that of 234Th is coupled with
the radioactive disequilibrium between 238U and 234Th in the
mixed layer. The joint global ocean flux study (JGOFS) and
other programs are now largely relying on the 234Th method
for estimating the ocean uptake of atmospheric CO2 through
balancing with the 234Th-based carbon settling export (e.g.,
work by several groups summarized in Buesseler 1998).

The accurateness of the 234Th method hinges largely on
the estimated ratio of 234Th to element X (for instance, par-
ticulate organic carbon, POC) being characteristic of parti-
cles carrying both elements into the subsurface depths. Ap-
proximation of this POC/234Th sinking ratio has so far been

limited to filters and sediment traps. However, if the traps’
collection efficiencies vary with the particles’ settling veloc-
ities, nonrepresentative POC/Th ratios should be anticipated.
Element ratios of specific trap components deviating up to
a factor of 1,000 to that of the filtered particles have been
observed (e.g., Coale 1990; Buesseler et al. 1994). Similarly,
the ratio of POC/234Th on filtered particles has been shown
to vary significantly with depth and especially with varying
filter pore size (e.g., Buesseler 1998). The present inability
to explicitly obtain element ratios on gravitoids has impli-
cations for the reliability of current 234Th-based estimates of
ocean uptake of carbon and by extension also of other ele-
ments.

SPLITT method—Two recent reviews have suggested the
usage of an innovative particle sampling technique that may
provide an explicit measure of the biogeochemical finger-
print on gravitoids—including element/234Th ratios—as well
as an independent measure of surface water settling fluxes
(Gustafsson and Gschwend 1997; Lead et al. 1997). The
technique termed split flow thin-cell fractionation (SPLITT)
is a method where particles are separated during laminar
fluid flow in a thin channel based on a combination of their
hydrodynamic radius, wet density, and diffusion coefficient
(Giddings 1985; Fuh et al. 1992). Hence, applied to surface
water, SPLITT would have an easily adjusted cutoff that
instead of being based on particle size is based on particle
settling velocity. SPLITT is a gentle separation method as
the resulting fractions are obtained using a virtual membrane
that is a continuously renewed liquid boundary layer. The
technique has so far found its widest use in biomedical ap-
plications (e.g., Levin and Tawil 1993). SPLITT has also
proved quite useful in mimicking the natural hydrodynamic
sorting of bottom sediments (Keil et al. 1994) and in pre-
separation of river particles (Contado et al. 1997). Applied
to surface ocean particles, element ratios obtained explicitly
for SPLITT-fractionated gravitoids would be superior to cur-
rent filtered or sediment-trapped approximations.

It is the objective of the present work to demonstrate the
development and feasibility of SPLITT to contribute an im-
proved picture of settling matter in natural waters. To this
end, controlled laboratory-based method development and
integrity experiments have been combined with applications
to coastal surface waters to constrain the present operating
range and to optimize the system configuration and running
conditions.

Materials and methods

Basic principle of the SPLITT technique—SPLITT sepa-
ration is based on differential lateral transport across a thin
cell (Fig. 1), which resembles the channels used in the re-
lated field-flow fractionation (FFF) techniques. This con-
struction allows for rapid, continuous separation with good
resolution. The particle suspension sample is introduced
through top inlet a9, and a suitable carrier solution through
bottom inlet b9 (Fig. 1). The two flows meet and attain a
laminar flow profile just beyond a thin sheet of inert material
positioned at the inlet end of the cell (termed inlet splitter).
The carrier flow rate V(b9) is generally higher than the sam-
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Fig. 1. The SPLITT cell (side view) consists of two glass plates
separated by Teflon spacers and stainless steel splitters. The parti-
cles in the sample suspension settling from above their initial po-
sition above the inlet splitting plane (ISP) across the transport re-
gion and making it pass the virtual hydrodynamic filter represented
by the outlet splitting plane (OSP) during the horizontal transport
through the cell are separated as gravitoids. Cell dimensions of
model SF 1000HC: breadth 4 cm, length 20 cm, height 380 mm.
The sample inlet is referred to as a9, the carrier inlet as b9, the large
colloid outlet as a, and the gravitoid outlet as b.

Fig. 2. Simplified flow diagram of the CFF-SPLITT system.
Missing in figure are pumps, pulse dampeners/bubble traps, and
online 90 1 60 mm sintered stainless steel cartridge prefilters.

ple flow rate V(a9), thus confining the introduced particles
to a thin lamina at the top of the cell, separated from the
particle-free carrier solution by the inlet splitting plane (ISP,
the upper broken line in Fig. 1). At the outlet end of the
cell, the laminar flow is again separated in two portions by
a second splitter. The ratio between the outlet flow rates,
V(a) and V(b), defines the position of an outlet splitting plane
(OSP) positioned below the ISP. The region between the two
splitting planes is denoted the transport region, and a sample
particle must settle across this entire region to exit the cell
through outlet b as a settling-velocity defined gravitoid. The
flow rate in the transport region is denoted V(t) (ml min21)
and is calculated from the relationship

V(t) 5 V(a) 2 V(a9). (1)

The most commonly used lateral force employed in
SPLITT—necessary for the fractionation—is the natural
gravity field, which makes the technique suitable for studies
of settling particles in the environment. SPLITT theory pre-
dicts that in order to exit through outlet b, a particle must
have a settling velocity Usettle (cm min21) so that

bLUsettle . V(t), (2)

where b denotes the cell breadth (cm) and L the cell length
(cm) between the two splitter ends.

The cutoff settling velocity (Ucutoff) is arbitrarily defined
as where 50% of the particles with this certain settling ve-
locity leave the cell through each outlet. The SPLITT flow
rates required to achieve a desired settling-velocity cutoff
can be calculated from the relationship

1
V(a) 2 V(a9)

2
U 5 (3)cut-off b 3 L

The CFF-SPLITT system—For field experiments, the ca-
pacity of the SPLITT cell used in this study is generally too
small to allow direct processing of the necessary water vol-
umes in a reasonable amount of time. Hence, a particle pre-
concentration step was used, employing a 0.2-mm cross-flow
filtration (CFF) method (Fig. 2). This CFF approach (Mil-
lipore Pellicon 2 system with 0.5 m2 polyvinyl difluoride
[PVDF] membranes) afforded generation of a more concen-
trated particle suspension, which facilitated analytical detec-
tion of the subsequent SPLITT fractions by reducing parti-
cles from 50 to 100 liters of natural water to about a 1-liter
suspension. The ,0.2-mm CFF permeate generated in this
process was further ultrafiltered to remove even this portion
of the colloidal particles by a 3 kD cutoff CFF (Millipore
Pellicon 2; 0.5 m2 regenerated cellulose membranes). Then,
using the particle-free ,3kD permeate as carrier solution,
the .0.2-mm particle suspension was subjected to SPLITT
fractionation to separate particles based on their differential
settling velocity (Fig. 2). This sequential 0.2 mm 2 3 kD
CFF system is described in detail in Ingri et al. (2000). In
the present study, the permeate and retentate flows were gen-
erally kept in the 200–400 and 3,000–4,000 ml min21 range,
respectively, yielding a crossflow ratio around 15. Excep-
tions were two early tests; the 0.2-mm CFF crossflow ratio
during the first Landsort Deep expedition (March 1999) was
around 4, and the first (May) Ekhagen Bay test was per-
formed with ratios in the range 4–8.

The SPLITT cell employed in this study was a model
SF1000HC from FFFractionation LLC. The cell consists of
two glass plates separated by Teflont spacers and stainless
steel splitters. The cell dimensions were breadth 4 cm, length
20 cm, and height 380 mm. Pieces of 1.6 mm outer diameter
Teflont tubing were attached to the inlets and outlets. The
sample and carrier suspensions were kept in polyethylene
containers placed on a shaking table gently agitated at 40
rpm. Sample and carrier solutions were introduced to the
SPLITT cell by peristaltic pumps (Cole Parmer model 7554-
00, pump heads model 7013-20), using silicone tubing (Mas-
terflex L/S 13). Both solutions were passed en route through
cylinder-shaped acrylic bubble traps, which also served as
pulse dampeners, placed upstream of the SPLITT inlets.
Oversized particles were prevented from getting stuck in the
cell by passage through two serially arranged sintered stain-
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less steel cartridge-type prefilters (Swagelok SS-2F4 filter
housings with SS-2F-K4 filters, 90 and 60 mm) positioned
online between the pump and the pulse dampener of the
SPLITT a9 side. Hence, the current SPLITT system does not
provide information on particles whose smallest cross-sec-
tional diameter is larger than 60 mm.

The inlet flow rates V(a9) and V(b9) were adjusted by
changing the settings on the two inlet pumps, respectively.
The desired attenuation of the V(b) flow rate relative to the
V(a) (determining the Ucutoff) was achieved by increasing the
back pressure on the b outlet by attaching narrow-bore tub-
ing. The SPLITT-fractionated solutions (the splittates) were
collected in preweighed polyethylene flasks, and the mass of
the fractions was determined by reweighing after completed
collection.

Verifying SPLITT cutoffs with particle standards—
SPLITT integrity experiments were performed employing
well-defined spherical silica beads [7.8 mm 6 1.0 sd (error
range expressed as one standard deviation [sd]), 2.52 g cm23;
Duke Scientific] and similarly spherical styrene divinylben-
zene particles (6.4 6 2.0 mm sd, and 2.97 6 0.04 mm sd,
both of wet density 1.05 g cm23; Sigma Chemicals). This
set of standards includes both dense inorganic particles, with
settling behavior that may be representative of natural detri-
tal particles, and low-density organic particles, which with
their near-neutral buoyancy in water have a settling velocity
that may be more reminiscent of loosely structured organic
aggregates. The theoretical Stokesian settling velocities at
258C of the number-based median sized particle for each
type of standard are 4.4, 0.096, and 0.022 m d21, respec-
tively. The standard beads were suspended in deionized wa-
ter and processed through the SPLITT cell operated under
different Ucutoff.

The relative masses of the standards in the two splittates
were determined gravimetrically. Owing to a small but un-
avoidable polydispersity also of these well-defined suspen-
sions of standard particles, their mass distribution is not pro-
portional to the number of particles (i.e., exacerbated by the
fact that large particles have larger mass). To account for
this effect, the expected particle mass in the two SPLITT
fractions on either side of the cutoff velocity was estimated
by summation of the mass contribution from a large number
of particle diameters around the mean diameter (200 steps/
standard deviation).

d `c

m 5 p(d )m(d ) m 5 p(d )m(d ) (4)O Oa i i b i i
i50 i5dc

where ma and mb are the particle mass in splittate fractions
a and b, di 5 particle diameter, p(di) 5 probability function
for this diameter, m(di) 5 the corresponding particle mass
for a particle of diameter di. The mass distribution was ap-
proximated to be normally distributed. This equation was
solved numerically to yield the corrected relative fraction-
ation of the standards into the two splittates. The model re-
sults were compared to theoretical expectations based on
Stoke’s Law (for number-based median sized particles),
which are applicable to particles fulfilling the above ideal
gravitoid standard criteria.

Application of SPLITT to natural waters—Field sites and
surface water retrieval: The SPLITT system was also tested
with particle suspensions obtained from one coastal location
and one offshore station. Coastal samples were collected in
May and June 1999 from the protected and quiescent Ek-
hagen Bay (59822.549N 18803.589E), just north of Stockholm
on the Swedish coast of the Northwestern Baltic Sea.

Ekhagen Bay water was pumped through acid-rinsed PVC
tubing from 4 m below the surface (14 m water column
depth) using a rod extending from the outmost point of a
pier about 50 m away from the shore. The samples were
immediately transported to the Stockholm University labo-
ratory 200 m away and CFF processing was started in a
temperature-adjustable laboratory within 1 h of sampling.
The bay surface water had in May a salinity of 1.2‰, T 5
98C, pH 7.2, and TOC 5 7.6 mg L21, whereas the corre-
sponding characteristics for the July 1999 Ekhagen regime
were salinity of 2.9‰, T 5 158C, pH 7.2, and TOC 5 4.9
mg L21.

It was also attempted to apply the CFF-SPLITT technique
to the open Baltic Sea (middle of the mixed surface layer)
at the time series station BY-31 (Landsort Deep; 58836.909N
18814.219E; 460 m depth, 40 km offshore of Swedish coast)
in March and June of 1999. The surface mixed layer depth,
POC, and TOC concentrations at these occasions were 44
m, 146 mg L21, and 5.3 mg L21 (March 1999), as well as
16 m, 252 mg L21, and 4.9 mg L21 (June 1999), respectively.

CFF-SPLITT fractionation of natural water suspensions:
Two sets of experiments were performed with Ekhagen Bay
water to investigate two key aspects of CFF-SPLITT particle
separation. In the first experiment (May 1999), the SPLITT
settling-velocity cutoff was kept constant at 3.0 m d21 while
testing the effect of varying the concentration factor of the
preceding CFF preconcentration step between 47, 77, and
111. In the second series of Ekhagen Bay tests (June 1999),
the CFF preconcentration factor was kept constant around
80 while varying the SPLITT flow rates to obtain the set-
tling-velocity cutoffs: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 m d21, re-
spectively. On the Landsort Deep expeditions, a similar set
of experiments were performed.

The range of Usettle selected was based on estimations of
average bulk settling rates from 238U-234Th disequilibria in
Baltic Sea surface waters. In that ongoing study we are find-
ing that the average settling velocity required of particle-
associated 234Th to explain the mixed layer disequilibria over
an annual cycle is of the order 0.5–4 m d21 (n 5 18; Gus-
tafsson et al. in prep.). As described above, there are many
different combinations of flow rates that could result in a
given cutoff (Eq. 3). The SPLITT flow rates used in this
study to achieve the desired cutoffs are summarized in Table
1. The selected range of cutoffs also represents a good por-
tion of the Ucutoff that is practicable to work with given the
current SPLITT system design. In the field, we have so far
operated the SF1000HC system successfully down to 0.6 m
d21 and up to 5 m d21. Using simple suspensions in the
laboratory, we have extended this range to 0.05–10 m d21.

Subsampling and analyses of CFF-SPLITT fractions: In
this method establishment study, the analytical efforts were
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Table 1. Typical SPLITT flow rate settings and resulting settling
velocity cutoff used (July field experiments in Ekhagen Bay).

Ucutoff

(m d21)
V(a9)

(ml min21)
V(b9)

(ml min21)
V(a)

(ml min21)
V(b)

(ml min21)

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0

2.2
3.4
4.4
6.8
8.8

6.6
10.0
13.4
20.0
27.0

6.7
10.0
13.4
19.8
27.0

2.3
3.3
4.5
6.8
9.0

Fig. 3. Cutoff calibration graphs. The accurate separation is
based on differential settling of three monodisperse spherical par-
ticle standards. The lines are theoretical fractograms predicted by
Stoke’s Law taking into account the non-Gaussian mass distribution
(Eq. 4). Open circles are the fraction of particles operationally de-
fined as colloids; filled circles represent the gravitoidal fraction.

focused on major elements. To ensure representative sub-
sampling and splitting of all sample solutions for different
analyses, fractions were taken out from sample reservoirs
placed on a 40 rpm shaking table by pumping peristaltically.
In this way, a 20% subfraction was taken from the .0.2-
mm SPLITT feed (Fig. 2). The carrier solution, as well as
the large colloid and gravitoid splittates, was divided 50/50
for analyses by ICP-AES and CHN-irm-MS instruments re-
spectively (details below). The particle suspensions for ICP
analysis were collected on 47-mm diameter 0.22-mm nitro-
cellulose filters (Millipore), which had been prewashed in
5% acetic acid. The corresponding samples to be analyzed
by CHN-irm-MS were collected on precombusted (4508C 12
h) 47 mm GF/F filters (Whatman). These vacuum filtra-
tions—using a plastic filter holder (Nalgene) for ICP samples
and a stainless steel one for CHN-irm-MS samples—were
performed directly upon collection in a laminar flow clean-
bench with HEPA filtered intake (Holten LaminAir A/S).

The filters were first digested in HNO3 and ashed at
5508C, followed by fusion of the residue using lithium me-
taborate (Burman et al. 1978) prior to quantification by in-
ductively coupled plasma/atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES). Concentrations in the different particle fractions
were obtained for Al, Ba, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, Si, Sr,
and Ti using ICP-AES in cooperation with SGAB Analytica
AB (Luleå, Sweden). The analytical uncertainties for the
ICP-AES method (expressed as 61 sd for n 5 3–4) is be-
tween 610% (e.g., for Fe) and 61% (e.g., for Si).

Quantification of particulate organic carbon (POC) was
performed on dried and mildly acidified filters (following
procedure in Gustafsson et al. 1997) placed in Ag capsules
using a CHN elemental analyzer (Perkin Elmer CHN 2400)
coupled to a Micromass Optima isotope ratio monitoring gas
mass spectrometer (CHN-irm-MS).

Results and discussion

Cutoff calibration with particle standards—The results
from SPLITT fractionation of particle standards largely
agreed with theoretical expectations. First, it was readily
possible to achieve a varying fractionation of monodisperse
particles that did not simply follow the relative hydraulic
flow rates (Fig. 3), confirming that a nonturbulent (laminar)
flow regime indeed was established in the SPLITT cell. The-
oretical estimates of the total particle mass in the two frac-
tions were derived by integrating the masses of the particle
populations expected at each side of the cutoff diameter (dc)
as described in the Methods section. Line plots of these the-

oretical fractograms are overlaid on the SPLITT data in Fig.
3. The relative sharpness of the slope of these curves near
Ucutoff reflects the degree of dispersity of the standard particle
population. Overall, settling-velocity fractograms generated
for the three standards were in the same range as predicted
from this theoretical model and even from the simplified
prediction based on Stoke’s Law for the median diameter.
The experimentally obtained Ucutoff for the 7.8-mm silica
beads was 4.5–5.0 m d21 (Fig. 3a). Stoke’s Law for the me-
dian particle would predict 4.4 m d21, and the improved
prediction from the numerical model suggested a 4.9 m d21

cutoff. The settling fractogram of the 6.4-mm styrene spheres
also compared quite well with theory with an obtained ex-
perimental Ucutoff around 0.15–0.20 m d21 versus a theoretical
prediction of 0.15 m d21 (Fig. 3b). Finally, the particle set-
tling distribution of the 2.97-mm styrene spheres (empirically
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Fig. 4. Mass recovery of major elements around the SPLITT
system during fractionation of coastal Baltic Sea water in July 1999.
The legend refers to different Usettle (m d21) cutoffs tested. Error
bars represent 1 sd of the propagated analytical uncertainty derived
from quadruplicate analyses.

obtained Ucutoff of about 0.05–0.07 m d21) compared with
theoretical expectations of 0.02–0.03 m d21 (Fig. 3c). The
offset for this small and low-density particle may be due to
its very low Usettle being at the lower end of the practical
operating Ucutoff range of the present SPLITT system. Over-
all, these standard particle experiments demonstrate that the
present SPLITT system is able to separate differentially set-
tling particles in a dynamic, predictive, and quantitative fash-
ion.

Elemental mass balance considerations around SPLITT—
Several factors need to be considered when assessing the
mass balances of the particulate inventories of elements dur-
ing the SPLITT processing procedure. The recovery (R%)
was calculated as the ratio between the amount of an element
found in the sum of the large colloid and the gravitoid split-
tate fractions to that in the unfractionated feed fraction (i.e.,
bulk . 0.2 mm particles) that had been delivered into the
cell:

n 1 nlargepcolloids gravitoids
R% 5 (5)

nfeed

In the May 1999 Ekhagen experiment the R% of many el-
ements was in the 70% range (data not shown). However, in
the July 1999 Ekhagen experiments, the SPLITT R% of most
elements analyzed was in the 85–110% over the range of
settling-velocity cutoffs investigated (Fig. 4).

Apart from a different particle regime obviously being
fractionated, we have considered a number of other potential
explanations to the lower recoveries in May than in July
based on aspects of the separation procedure. First, the par-
ticle concentration in the sample suspension does not seem
to have an effect over the concentration ranges employed,
since there was no discernable effect of CFF concentration
factor (and thus particle concentration) on the observed May
Ekhagen recoveries (e.g., for Fe: 73% at concentration factor
[cf] 47; 71% at cf 77 and 72% at cf 111). Some losses of
particulate matter in the pulse dampener were visually ob-
served. However, ICP-AES quantification of this material

showed that it was not significant for the overall mass bal-
ance (,1% for elements analyzed). We also considered that
the subsampling of the feed could have been biased if the
particle suspension was not homogeneous. However, in ad-
dition to being continuously mixed on a shaking table, the
subsampling tubing was not resting on the bottom of the
container but was immersed only to middepth. Yet another
plausible loss mechanism in SPLITT is that some rapidly
sinking particles get deposited and stuck to the bottom glass
plate (see Fig. 1). Were this process to dominate the losses,
a clear trend should be discernible with larger losses in the
slower settling-velocity cutoff experiments with longer cell
transfer/residence times (Table 1). However, there were no
apparent effects of varying settling-velocity cutoff on the
observed R% in the July experiments (Fig. 4). It is conceiv-
able that some particle types may be broken up into smaller
filter-passing entities by the V(a9) pump. However, the same
particle had already been passed many times through a sim-
ilar peristaltic pump during the preceding CFF (with appar-
ently reasonable recoveries; see below) prior to the single
pump pass en route to the SPLITT cell. Further, peristaltic
pumps have been demonstrated to be the mildest pump type,
better preserving the particle integrity than other designs
(Gibbs 1981). Shorter hold-up times between CFF and
SPLITT stages and longer postprocessing flushing times and
cell cleaning could be two reasons contributing to yield the
high and acceptable recoveries of the more recent experi-
ments. The July 1999 Ekhagen experiments demonstrate that
good recovery of different elements is obtainable with the
present SPLITT system (Fig. 4). No effect on elemental
mass balance from CFF concentration factor or of SPLITT
settling-velocity cutoff was observed.

Effects of varying CFF conditions—The overall reliability
of CFF-SPLITT results will obviously depend also on the
CFF step. The 0.2-mm CFF system relied upon in this study
was used in a previous study of colloid dynamics in the
Kalix River estuary, where photon correlation spectroscopy
of the permeate suggested that no particles larger than 0.1–
0.2 mm indeed did pass through the PVDF membrane (Gus-
tafsson et al. 2000). In other studies aimed specifically at
investigating the integrity of various CFF systems, we have
found that a high retentate/permeate (i.e., cross flow, CF)
ratio yields smaller losses to the CFF membrane (Gustafsson
et al. 1996; Larsson et al. in prep.). Field recovery of POC
around the 0.2-mm CFF membrane can be used to test the
recovery of this system. Different CF ratios were shown to
have a large effect on the ability to concentrate POC from
surface waters without artifacts. Open Baltic Sea surface wa-
ter POC at time series station BY-31 (Landsort Deep) in
March 1999 calculated from 47 mm GF/F sampling of the
0.2-mm CFF retentate in six consecutive runs was in the
range 3–30 mg L21. This is significantly less than the 160
mg L21 obtained simultaneously on similar GF/F filters but
employing 293 mm diameter GF/F filters and high-volume
filtration techniques (Gustafsson et al. in prep.). The low CF
ratios—in the range 3–8—employed at that occasion prob-
ably account for the poor CFF recoveries of POC. Hence,
with such dubious results from the CFF preconcentration
stage, any subsequent SPLITT results could not be trusted
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Table 2. The POC concentration determined on GF/F filters in
the .0.2 mm CFF retentate, and in the CFF-SPLITT gravitoid frac-
tions (both corrected for the CFF concentration factor, and the
SPLITT dilution factor, respectively), as well as POC from regular
direct filtration for comparison.

Regime
Usettle

(m d21)
CFF cf

(2)
POC*

(mg L21)

CFF
POC

(mg L21)

Gravitoidal
POC

(mg L21)

BY-31:
14 June 1999
14 June 1999
15 June 1999
16 June 1999

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

24
49
99

233

130–390
130–390
130–390
130–390

135
75

107
119

2.0
2.2
2.6
0.9

17 June 1999
17 June 1999
16 June 1999

1.5
1.5
1.5

102
151
180

130–390
130–390
130–390

189
80

197

6.5
2.7

11.7
EKH:

7 July 1999
6 July 1999
8 July 1999
6 July 1999
7 July 1999

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.0

109
84
74
83

102

200–700
200–700
200–700
200–700
200–700

350
513
292
390
384

4.0
4.2

25.3
20.4
40.6

* POC from the same regime (BY-31; Broman et al. 1991; Gustafsson et al.
in prep.; Walve and Larsson 1999) or similar coastal Northern Baltic re-
gimes (EKH July; coastal Northern Baltic: Andersson and Rudehäll 1993;
Heiskanen and Läppanen 1995).

Table 3. The POC flux at station BY-31 in different settling velocity bins from CFF-SPLITT compared with bulk flux estimates from
sediment trap and 234Th proxy methods during the same period. The sediment trap and 234Th-based POC fluxes is from a parallel but
separate study (BY-31; Gustafsson et al. in prep).

Regime
Usettle range

(m d21)
CFF-SPLITT

(mmol m22 d21)
Sediment trap

(mmol m22 d21)

234Th-POCfilter*
(mmol m22 d21)

234Th-POCtrap†
(mmol m22 d21)

BY-31
June 1999
June 1999
June 1999
May–Aug 1999
May–Aug 1999

1.5–3.0
.3.0 (avg. 3)‡
.3.0 (avg. 10)‡
bulk
bulk proxy

1.0
0.5
1.6

2–9
42–94 3–8

EKH
July 1999
July 1999
July 1999
July 1999
July 1999

1.0–2.0
2.0–4.0
1.0–4.0

.4.0 (avg. 4)‡

.4.0 (avg. 10)‡

3.2
4.4
7.6
1.3
3.4

* Approximating the settling POC/234Th ratio from GF/F filters (n 5 3).
† Approximating the settling POC/234Th ratio from sediment trapped material (n 5 3).
‡ Assuming different average (avg.) settling velocity of particles in the gravitoid fraction in calculating the vertical flux.

as a reliable representation of in situ settling behavior. In
contrast, on a subsequent BY-31 field campaign in June 1999
with CF ratios .10, the POC concentrations calculated from
seven 0.2-mm retentates collected during the course of a
week and spanning concentration factors 24–233 were con-
sistently in the range 80–200 mg L21 (Table 2). Given the
well-known variability of a factor of 2–3 between high-vol-
ume and low-volume POCs (e.g., Buesseler 1998; Moran et
al. 1999), this is interpreted as not significantly different
from the high-volume POC of 252 mg L21 obtained at that
expedition. Other investigations at this offshore station are
reporting POC concentrations in the range 130–390 mg L21

at this time of year (refs. in Table 2). In the July Ekhagen
Bay experiments presented below, the CF ratios were kept
around 15. Unfortunately, no separate non-CFF concentrated
POC sample was taken at that occasion. However, the con-
centration-factor corrected CFF retentate samples suggested
an Ekhagen Bay POC concentration in the range 300–500
mg L21 (Table 2; no trends with CFF preconcentration fac-
tor), which is what might be expected for a coastal north-
central Baltic regime at this time of year (refs. in Table 2).
The difficulty of sampling large fragile aggregates is rec-
ognized. The present CFF recovery data for POC suggest
that breakup of large aggregates is not a significant process
during the comparatively mild cross-flow filtration and thus
does not appear to be affecting the CFF-SPLITT results. This
is further supported by the fact that the CFF-SPLITT-derived
vertical POC flux is not significantly smaller than the flux
obtained by other methods (Table 3).

The effect of varying CFF concentration factor (cf) on
CFF-SPLITT results was investigated in the May 1999 Ek-
hagen Bay experiment. The geochemical signal in the three
particulate SPLITT pools; feed (CFF retentate), large colloid
splittate, and gravitoid splittate, did not appear to follow a
cf trend (Fig. 5). In order to investigate whether the com-
position in each of the three pools varied as a function of
cf, the particulate inventory of the major elements Fe, POC,
and Si were normalized to that of Al (mass basis). Using
such source- and process-diagnostic element ratios also re-
moves potential systematic errors in the handling and anal-
yses. Overall there were only small variations in any of the
element ratios in the different pools as a function of cf. The
Fe/Al ratio was around 0.5 at all three cf’s and in all the
three particulate pools (Fig. 5a). The gravitoidal Si/Al (Fig.
5b) and POC/Al (Fig. 5c) ratios were higher than in the feed
and large colloidal pool at all three cf’s. However, whereas
a minor decreasing trend with increasing cf might be seen
in the gravitoid Si/Al ratio, no trend was observable for the
corresponding POC/Al ratio. In addition to some losses dur-
ing SPLITT fractionation in this May experiment, it should
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Fig. 5. Effect of varying CFF preconcentration factors on the
obtained SPLITT fractions (elemental mass ratios) in coastal Baltic
water May 1999. A 3.0 m d21 Usettle cutoff was used throughout.
The leftmost open bars are the retentate/feed; the middle gray bars
represent the colloidal splittate; the rightmost dark bars are the grav-
itoid splittate. Error bars represent 1 sd of the propagated analytical
uncertainty derived from quadruplicate analyses.

also be recognized that some of the observed variability may
be due to the natural particle/phytoplankton succession of
the sampled regime since the water for the different cf runs
was sampled on two separate days. We conclude that in-
creasing the cf factor in the range 47–111 does not give rise
to an observable effect on the geochemical signature in the
subsequently isolated SPLITT fractions.

A further test of the effect of changing concentration fac-
tor on the resultant CFF-SPLITT gravitoid fractionation was
conducted at the offshore station BY-31 in June 1999. Using
a constant Usettle cutoff of 3.0 m d21, the preceding CFF was

performed in four serial experiments with the cf varied to
span the range 24–233 (Table 2). Correcting the POC values
obtained in the gravitoid splittate for CFF concentration fac-
tor and for SPLITT dilution factor allowed estimation of
gravitoid POC (G-POC). A good repeatability was found
over the several days long exercise with G-POC of 1.9 6
0.8 mg L21 (61 sd, n 5 4). A similar experiment with Ucutoff

of 1.5 m d21 and CFF cf of 102–180 gave a higher G-POC
of 7 6 4 mg L21 (61 sd, n 5 3), consistent with its inclusion
of some slower settling particles (Table 2). Hence, good in-
tegrity of the CFF preconcentration step was concluded
based on high CFF recoveries and preservation of the bio-
geochemical signature into the CFF-SPLITT gravitoid iso-
late over a wide range of particle concentrations.

Biogeochemical signatures across settling-velocity spec-
tra—The functional distribution of particulate iron and sili-
ca: Having demonstrated that important operational criteria
of the CFF-SPLITT system can be met, the technique was
applied to elucidate whether differential biogeochemical sig-
nals exist as a function of particle settling velocity. Settling-
velocity spectra for major elements in Ekhagen Bay surface
waters were determined using CFF-SPLITT in July 1999
(Fig. 6). Although these spectra (with constant CFF cf and
varying the SPLITT Ucutoff) were developed through five dif-
ferent CFF-SPLITT experiments performed over the course
of three days, the constant element ratios in the CFF reten-
tate (bulk particles; SPLITT feed) indicate that the system
was in a relative steady state affording comparison between
the successive settling-velocity experiments. The Fe/Al ratio
in the feed suspension was close to the average crust value
(0.5 on a mass basis; Krauskopf and Bird 1995), and this
ratio was preserved into both the large colloid and gravitoid
splittates (Fig. 6a). One interpretation is that all the partic-
ulate Fe was predominantly existing in detrital particles.
However, due to their high densities, such mineral particles
would be expected to settle to a much larger extent than
what was observed for Fe (e.g., Stoke’s Law for r 5 2.5 g
cm23 would for a 10-mm radius particle predict a settling
rate of 30 m d21). However, only 1–2% of particulate Fe
settled faster than 1 m d21 (Fig. 7). Given that Fe in Baltic
rivers is dominated by nondetrital amorphous forms (e.g.,
Pontér et al. 1990; Ingri and Widerlund 1994; Gustafsson et
al. 2000), a significant fraction of the suspended Fe in the
Baltic system (e.g., Ingri et al. 1990; Andersson et al. 1994)
may result from a combination of intimately linked iron ox-
yhydroxides and Fe-Al-humic aggregates (cf. with the rare
earth element carrier phases in rivers as discussed by Ingri
et al. 2000). Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that detrital
Fe-Al particles are held in suspension by a relatively large
organic coating.

In contrast, the Si/Al ratio in the feed suspension was not
transferred into both splittates (Fig. 6b). Although the Si/Al
ratio in the large colloidal particles was similar to the un-
fractionated particle pool, the CFF-SPLITT results revealed
a clearly elevated Si/Al ratio in the gravitoidal pool. The Si/
Al ratio for the different classes of gravitoids was constant
in the .1–.4 m d21 range and nearly twice as high as in
the feed. The constancy of this ratio across the settling-ve-
locity spectrum suggests that the settling particles bringing
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Fig. 6. Biogeochemical composition of bulk, colloidal, and
gravitoidal particles defined over a range of Usettle in coastal Baltic
surface water July 1999. A CFF preconcentration factor near 80
was used throughout. The leftmost open bars are the retentate/feed;
the middle gray bars represent the colloidal splittate; the rightmost
dark bars are the gravitoid splittate. Error bars represent 1 sd of the
propagated analytical uncertainty derived from quadruplicate anal-
yses.

Fig. 7. Fractions of particulate elements in the gravitoidal form
as defined by a range of Usettle cutoffs in coastal Baltic Sea water
July 1999.

down Si are predominantly settling at speeds greater than
the fastest cutoff in this study (i.e., .4 m d21). This is con-
sistent with coastal diatoms accounting for the rapidly set-
tling Si-containing particles in the July experiments. Earlier
in the season during the CFF concentration-factor test (May
1999), the Si/Al ratio in the .3 m d21 gravitoids was even
further elevated and in the range 11–14 (Fig. 5). At that time,
diatoms presumably made a significant contribution to the
overall Si content of the bulk particles in these coastal sur-
face waters since the Si/Al ratio in the feed suspension was
around 6, whereas this ratio had decreased to around 4 in
July. These results are consistent with a spring diatom bloom
more significantly affecting the overall particle dynamics in
May than in July in coastal Baltic waters (e.g., Hobro 1979;
Andersson et al. 1996). Rapid settling of coastal diatoms
following spring blooms has been well documented else-
where (e.g., Waite et al. 1992; Kepkay et al. 1997). The
unique information added by CFF-SPLITT data aids in elu-
cidating the extent to which biogeochemical signatures dis-
tribute themselves across a spectrum of quantitatively de-
fined suspended versus settling particles.

The functional distribution of particulate organic carbon
and phosphorus: A clear colloid-gravitoid fractionation in
the distribution of other bioactive elements also became ap-
parent from the CFF-SPLITT results. The POC/Al ratio in
all gravitoid isolates was significantly elevated compared to
the ratio in bulk surface water particles (Fig. 6c). Further,
this ratio increased continuously with decreasing settling-
velocity cutoff from a value around 20 for the .4.0 m d21

gravitoids to near 80 for the slowly settling .1.0 m d21

gravitoids. Although a portion of the .4.0 m d21 settling
organic carbon may be associated with rapidly sinking coast-
al diatoms, the gravitoid spectra revealed that there exists a
clear decoupling between the Si and POC settling pools in
this coastal regime. The bulk of the sedimenting organic
matter appears to settle much slower than Si. This may be
interpreted as evidence that loosely structured amorphous
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and organic-rich aggregates with low wet densities (e.g.,
Alldredge and Silver 1988) under some conditions are play-
ing a quantitatively more important role than rapidly settling
diatoms in the vertical export of POC from surface waters.

There was no significant trend in the P/Al in the suspend-
ed large colloids in the range ,1–,4 m d21. Similar to the
situation for POC, the P/Al ratio on gravitoids was distinctly
different from the bulk unfractionated particle pool and was
increasing with smaller settling-velocity cutoffs (Fig. 6d).
However, in contrast to the POC/Al gravitoid values, the P/
Al values were lower than the bulk particle signal for grav-
itoids .4 m d21, but steadily increasing with lower Ucutoff to
become similar to the bulk particle signal at .2 m d21 and
significantly larger at .1 m d21 (Fig. 6d). It is plausible that
the lower P/Al in faster sinking gravitoids (.4 m d21) rel-
ative to bulk particles and slower settling gravitoids (1–4 m
d21) results from (a) high P/Al in suspended and/or slowly
settling living cells and freshly produced phytoplankton ex-
udates, and (b) lower P/Al in (dead?) diatoms than in other
phytoplankton (on splittates collected a few months later,
SEM images revealed the presence of bare diatom frustules
in gravitoid fractions, but not in large colloid fraction; data/
image not shown).

Clearly, both gravitoidal POC and P belong largely to bio-
genic and slowly settling (#1–2 m d21) particle pools in this
regime, both of which appear decoupled from a similarly
biogenic but more rapidly settling (.4 m d21) Si-containing
particle pool. In turn, these biogenic gravitoid pools are dis-
tinct from the Fe-containing gravitoid pool settling .4 m
d21.

Fraction of elements in different settling-velocity rang-
es—The apportionment of an element to different settling-
velocity bins is useful for comprehending the particle dy-
namics. Only a minor portion of the standing stock of bulk
particles in the Ekhagen Bay (July 1999) surface water was
settling .1 m d21. For elements such as Fe, POC, P, and Si,
less than 2% of the .0.2-mm particles was settling at speeds
faster than 4 m d21 (Fig. 7). And even for a slow settling-
velocity cutoff, such as 1 m d21, it was found that only 2–
3% of Fe, P, and Si and 8–10% of POC were settling. Al-
though the settling-velocity spectra were different and
characteristic to each element, as discussed above, it was
observed that there was a generally increasing fraction of
gravitoids with decreasing Usettle cutoff. The absence of an
opposite trend supports that the SPLITT technique is pro-
viding physically consistent results.

SPLITT also offers the possibility to independently esti-
mate a vertical flux. For example, at the open Baltic Sea
station BY-31 in June 1999, the vertical POC flux in the
1.5–3 m d21 interval was about 1 mmol m22 d21 (Table 3),
which appears to be a significant portion of the bulk flux
over the entire settling spectrum at this time. This settling-
velocity-bin fractionated estimate of vertical POC flux may
be contrasted to estimates of the unfractionated, or bulk,
POC flux from traditional methods such as sediment traps
and the 234Th proxy. The POC flux—in discrete settling flux
bins—obtained from this initial CFF-SPLITT study is at the
lower end of what might be obtained with cylindrical sedi-
ment traps of aspect ratio 5 and the 234Th proxy, when ap-

proximating the POC/234Th ratio on gravitoids from the sed-
iment-trapped material (Table 3). A much larger number for
the POC flux would be estimated if the gravitoidal POC/
234Th ratio is approximated in the common fashion from the
ratio on GF/F filters (nominally 0.7 mm). Interpretation of a
time series study of trap and 234Th-generated POC fluxes will
be presented elsewhere (Gustafsson et al. in prep.). The G-
POC data generated over a range of Usettle cutoffs (Table 2)
facilitated a picture of the settling-velocity fractionated POC
flux behavior also at the coastal Ekhagen station (Table 3).
This data quantitatively underlines the importance of slowly
settling particles for the total POC flux, constrained from the
evolution of the compositional data over a range of settling
velocities seen above (Fig. 6c). The vertical POC flux in the
1–4 m d21 interval was 7.6 mmol m22 d21, using the grav-
itoidal POC from the .1 m d21 splittate and an average Usettle

of 2.5 m d21. The .4 m d21 gravitoid data suggested a ver-
tical POC flux for this settling component of 1.3 mmol m22

d21, assuming a Usettle of 4 m d21 (3.4 mmol m22 d21 if the
average Usettle for gravitoids settling .4 m d21 is 10 m d21).
The settling-velocity fractionated picture of, for instance, the
POC flux is unique information made possible with the
SPLITT technique, which complements the bulk integrated
POC flux obtainable from either the 234Th method or sedi-
ment traps.

The SPLITT vision on ocean flux studies: potential impli-
cations—Given recognized challenges with sediment trap
and 234Th-based particle flux studies, it behooves us to con-
sider whether our present understanding of surface ocean
fluxes is to any extent skewed by biases inherent in either
of these two methods. The new perspective on settling par-
ticles afforded by the CFF-SPLITT technique may be one
of several rewarding ways to afford such testing. This tech-
nique can provide chemical fingerprints of truly settling mat-
ter. Such information is in high demand for many marine
research questions, including parameterizing large-scale bio-
geochemical models and an increased understanding of the
biogeochemical cycles (e.g., Doney 1999). Recently, the role
of heavy minerogenic sinkers—presumably making up only
a small portion of bulk aggregate volume—on particulate
matter settling has been discussed (e.g., Hernes et al. pers.
comm.; Gustafsson et al. 2000). This and other hypotheses
on trigger mechanisms of vertical fluxes may be favorably
tested with the CFF-SPLITT method. Finally, the POC/234Th
ratio now obtainable on truly settling particles (i.e., gravi-
toids) from direct sampling of the mixed surface ocean is
likely to improve the current 234Th-based ocean POC sinking
flux estimates. Currently, most of those studies are assuming
that POC/234Th ratios obtained with size-based filtration are
identical to the signal on gravitoids.

Ultimately, improved sediment-trap technology (e.g., neu-
trally buoyant traps; Buesseler et al. 2000) and SPLITT frac-
tionation techniques may prove complementary. It appears
that sediment traps are better at sampling rapidly sinking
particles but may miss a dominant fraction of the slowly
settling matter (e.g., Baker et al. 1988; Gust et al. 1996,
Buesseler et al. 2000; Gust and Kozerski 2000). In contrast,
The SPLITT cell employed in this study is well suited to
shed light on particles settling as slowly as 1 m d21. Infor-
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mation from the SPLITT technique is limited in time reso-
lution to approximately 1 h–1 d. Individual trap collections
and 234Th proxy data operate over the days–months time
scale. Further, whereas a sediment trap provides a settling-
velocity integrated sample of the bulk settling matter, frac-
tions from the SPLITT method provide a dynamic picture
of the biogeochemical composition across user-defined set-
tling-velocity spectra.

Further developments in application of SPLITT technol-
ogy to study ocean particle dynamics could favorably in-
clude employing a separation cell with higher capacity. An
extra-high capacity (EHC) SPLITT cell is available that
would enable processing of 18 times more sample in a given
amount of time. Preconcentration of particles prior to
SPLITT fractionation may not be required for some mea-
surements with the EHC cell. Instead, the CFF could be
applied in a postconcentration mode to the separated split-
tates (i.e., SPLITT-CFF).
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